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Overview of research topic & setting

■ Empirical case: growing stigmatization of the e-cigarette category in the U.S. (2007—
2017)

■ Focus: Document mechanisms through which boundaries between a new and 
established category can weaken and stigma associated with existing category 
becomes diffused, intensified, and generalized (across organizational features and 
across organizations)



Key Challenges

■ Distilling nuanced, complex empirical details into a succinct, convincing story
1. conveying the complexity and richness of, and change in, our archival dataset 

(1,201 documents reflecting discourse around e-cigarettes over 10 years from 
9 stakeholder groups)

2. finding a way to pinpoint and illustrate the timeline and nature of key changes 
in discourse and stakeholder perspectives (as a complement to the qualitative 
analysis)

■ Connecting rich empirical context to broader theory so that conceptual connections 
are clear & convincing, with generalizable takeaways

1. Developing a process model



Challenge #1(a)
convey the complexity and richness of our archival dataset

E-cigarette 
producers Journalists Retailers

Financial 
analysts

Tobacco 
industry Consumers

Government/ 
public health 
officials

Medical 
professionals

Anti-tobacco 
activists

Archival data source Press releases
Newspaper 
articles

Retail trade 
publications

Tobacco 
industry analyst 
reports

Tobacco trade 
publications Vape forum

Press releases, 
US federal 
news service

Scientific 
articles in 
PubMed

Newsletters and 
press releases

Archival data starts 
in year 2007 2007 2008 2011 2014 2008 2008 2009 2009

Articles analyzed 
(Total: 1,201) 212 181 98 271 57 134 113 36 99

Avg. # codes per 
document 4.1 8.5 8.4 5.1 6.1 3.9 3.5 6.1 6.1
Avg. # distinct 
codes per document 3.8 6.6 6.4 4.3 5.4 3.7 3.3 5.3 5.4

Description of 
source type

e-cigarette and 
e-liquid 

producers
major U.S. 
newspapers 

convenience 
stores and 

supermarkets
financial 
analysts

tobacco 
producers

current, former 
and prospective 

users of e-
cigarettes

government 
agencies, 

representatives 
medical/public 
health scientists

anti-tobacco 
organizations

Example Sources

Ballantyne 
Brands, Palm 
Beach Vapors, 
SS Choice 

The New York 
Times, Tampa 
Bay times, The 
Washington 
Post

Convenience 
Store News, 
Drug Store 
News,  Grocery  
Headquarers   

Cowen and 
Company,  J.P. 
Morgan, RBC 
Capital Markets 

Tobacco Journal 
International

E-Cigarette 
Forum posts

FDA Week, 
Federal 
Register, US 
Fed News

American 
Journal of 
Public Health, 
JAMA, Mayo 
Clinic 
Proceedings 

American 
Cancer Society, 
American Heart 
Association, 
Tobacco Free 
Kids



Challenge #1(b)
convey change in our archival dataset

Year

E-cigarette 
producer press 
release

Top 20 
Newspaper

Retailer trade 
publication

Financial 
analyst 
document

Tobacco trade 
publication

Anti-tobacco 
press statement

Government/ 
Public health  
documents PubMed article

2007 
2008
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 

high attention
low/moderate
none



Conveying 
complexity/detail 
+ change!

Stakeholder 
group Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

E-cigarette 
producers

With 4,000 less chemicals than a traditional 
cigarette and no tar and no combustion, there is 
no wonder that these new tobacco alternatives 
are catching on at lightening speed. (E 
Cigarettes Choice 2010)

The experience is virtually identical to the 
smoking experience without many of the 
negatives that have caused traditional cigarettes 
to become so unpopular with the general 
public...E-Cigarettes are healthier and not 
offensive to non-smokers because they do not 
fill the air with smoke. (ProSmoke Electronic 
Cigarettes, 2013)

Vaporizers, unlike traditional tobacco products, 
warm e-liquids just enough for them to become 
vapor -- as in water vapor. By using a vaporizer 
you get the sensation of smoking without the 
negative effects to your health tied to 
combustion of more than 4,000 chemicals 
found in traditional cigarettes. (Vapers.com, 
2015)

Retailers

Most innovative concept award to Runyan 
America for its V-8 E-cigarette, a nicotine 
delivery system that simulates smoking but 
releases no secondary smoke. (Convenience 
Store News, 2008)

For several years, convenience store retailers 
had eyed e-cigarettes with some hesitancy, but 
then Lorillard acquired blu eCigs for $135 
million in April 2012 and the move gave 
credibility to the entire segment. (Kress 
2013b).

Cue Vapor also meets the needs of consumers 
who are looking for traditional tobacco 
alternatives because the product comes in a 
range of colors and does not look anything like 
a cigarette. This can help reduce the negative 
stigma consumers may encounter from their 
friends and families. (Grocery Headquarters 
2017)

Financial 
Analysts

E-cigarettes are potential competitors since 
there have been unconfirmed claims that they 
support smoking cessation....In our review of 
the limited scientific literature about e- 
cigarettes, we found that it takes at least 10-12 
puffs on an e-cigarette to equal the same 
nicotine delivery of one puff of a conventional 
cigarette. (Piros and Martins 2011)

[W]e believe that Lorillard 's recent acquisition 
of our competitor, Blu Ecigs (a leading e-
cigarette distributor), validates the industry's 
potential leading to further growth in e-
cigarette sales over the next 2-3 years. When 
Lorillard distributes Blu's products throughout 
its entire network of 400,000 retail stores, this 
should also cause retailers to diversify e-
cigarette purchases amongst other leading 
brands.(Achramowicz 2012)

Some of the drivers of adoption are really 
going to be in the hands of regulators and the 
public health community. One of the dilemmas 
is the way in which the law is currently 
keeping companies from communicating 
frankly about health benefits; how the products 
get stigmatized and de-normalized perhaps by 
the public health community. (Herzog, Gerberi, 
Scott 2014)

Tobacco 
industry n/a

We're traditional brand builders and we think 
our job on [Blu] is to create a big 
brand...Spent about $40 million in television 
advertising and other marketing initiatives to 
build the brand...We had an award-winning 
campaign with Stephen Dorff that ran last year 
(Thomas Reuters, 2013)

the appeal of synthetic [tobacco-free] nicotine 
has always been about helping the vapour 
industry as a whole escape both the stigma and 
confines of the much-maligned tobacco 
category – not just e- liquid manufacturers. 
(Bullen 2017)

Consumers

When I think about smoking, I don't think 
about that Nicotine "Fix" ... just the oral 
fixation part that I loved soooooo much. I 
always told myself, if they found a cure for 
cancer I would start smoking again  Now that 
there is a possible alternative that doesn't cause 
health issues ?!?!?! I've got to try it out .... 
v8_2008.pdf

"I'm seen more favorably with this [e-cigarette] 
than when I'm smoking a regular cigarette.'' 
But he admits, ''For a young person who 
doesn't smoke, it can be tempting; there are all 
the flavors, and it looks cool"..."Think about 
it,'' he said. ''If even the company that makes 
Marlboro is jumping into the game, it's a way 
for them to get nicotine into new smokers.'' 
(Alderman, 2013)

Lets be realistic here, huge clouds look pretty 
sweet to an 11 year old kid (my girlfriend's 
brother, for example) and we don't want to 
encourage a new habit amongst youth, 
especially as possession of e-cigs by minors is 
one of the greatest problem arguments facing 
our community. v74_2014.pdf



Conveying 
complexity/detail 
+ change!

Stakeholder 
group Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Retailers

Most innovative concept award to Runyan 
America for its V-8 E-cigarette, a nicotine 
delivery system that simulates smoking but 
releases no secondary smoke. (Convenience 
Store News, 2008)

For several years, convenience store retailers 
had eyed e-cigarettes with some hesitancy, but 
then Lorillard acquired blu eCigs for $135 
million in April 2012 and the move gave 
credibility to the entire segment. (Kress 
2013b).

Cue Vapor also meets the needs of consumers 
who are looking for traditional tobacco 
alternatives because the product comes in a 
range of colors and does not look anything like 
a cigarette. This can help reduce the negative 
stigma consumers may encounter from their 
friends and families. (Grocery Headquarters 
2017)



Challenge #2
pinpoint and illustrate the timeline and nature of key changes in 
discourse and stakeholder perspectives (as a complement to the 
qualitative analysis)
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Challenge #3
Connect empirical context to broader 
theory so that conceptual connections are 
clear & convincing, with generalizable 
takeaways

Establishment of initial 
market for new category

Stigmatization of new category as 
normatively equivalent to existing 

category

Figure 1: Overview of the Process of New Category Stigmatization

Failure to 
strengthen 
symbolic 

boundaries 
between new 
and existing 

category

Lowering of symbolic and social 
boundaries between new and 

existing category

Phase 1: Constructing and establishing the 
new category

Construction of weak symbolic 
boundaries between new and 

existing categories

Growth in market 
for new category

Phase 2: Diversification from an existing stigmatized 
category into the new category 

Phase 3: Growing category stigma

New category producers

Promoting similarities vis-à-vis the 
existing category 

Highlighting distinctive appeal and 
goals vis-à-vis the existing category 

Early stakeholders

Reifying producers’ 
proposed categorization 

Category 
establishment

All types of 
stakeholders

Categorical 
expectation transfer 

Challenger stakeholders

Categorical expectation transfer 

Spotlighting actions and 
diffusing stigma

Existing category 
producers 

Diversification from 
the existing category

New category 
producers

Emphasize between-
category dissimilarities

Challenger 
stakeholders

Intensifying social threat

Generalizing denigration



	
	

Producers	&	
Analysts:	
New	market	
growth	–	
increased	
cognitive	
legitimacy	

Producers	and	
retailers	and	
analysts:	
Perceptions	of	
increased	
opportunity.	

Regulators,	social	
movements	and	
health	scientists:		
Perceptions	of	
increased	threat.		

Social	movements	and	
health	scientists:	Increase	
pressure	to	regulate.	
Increased	scrutiny.		

Producers	and	retailers	
and	analysts:	Increased	
investments	

References	to	how	the	new	category	is	distinct	
from	the	old	category,	increased	differentiation		

References	to	how	the	new	category	is	
similar	to	the	old	category	

Increased	
contestation	

Failure	of	new	
category:	Also	
cognitive	legitimate	
but	normatively	
illegitimate	

Entry	of	producers	
from	the	old	category	Old	category	

is	cognitively	
legitimate	 but	
normatively	
illegitimate	

Analogies	and	
evaluative	
metrics	

Create	a	future	
vision	



Existing category 
characteristics

Category stigma of 
the existing category

Category stigma of 
the new category

New category 
characteristics

Promoting similarities vis-à-
vis the existing category

Reifying producers’ proposed 
categorization 

Highlighting distinctive appeal 
vis-à-vis the existing category

Establishing the Category
Existing Category New Category

Creating Category Stigma
Existing Category

Existing category 
characteristics

Category stigma of 
the existing category

New category 
characteristics

New Category

Category stigma of 
the new category

Organizational-level 
identity transfer

Spotlighting 
and diffusing 

blame

Generalizing 
denigration

Intensifying social threat

Emphasizing between-
category dissimilarityExisting category 

characteristics

Existing Category New Category

Category stigma of 
the existing category

New category 
characteristics

Category stigma of 
the new category

Growing Category Stigma

Existing 
category features 

and use

Stigma of 
existing 
category

New category 
features and use

Stigma of the 
new category

Promoting similarities vis-à-
vis the existing category

Reifying producers’ proposed 
categorization 

Highlighting distinctive appeal 
vis-à-vis the existing category

Organizational-level 
identity transfer

Spotlighting and diffusing blame

Emphasizing between-
category dissimilarity

Intensifying social threat

Generalizing 
denigration



Construction 
of new 

category as 
normatively 
superior to 

existing 
category

General 
stigmatization 

of new category

New category 
producers design 

physical 
similarities

New category 
producers

construct label 
and discourse 

similarities 

Stakeholders
evaluate and reify 
producers’ category 
framing

Phase 3

Stakeholders 
(challengers)  

interpret between-
category similarities 
and category growth 

as danger

Stakeholders 
(challengers) interpret

new and existing 
categories as sharing core 

customers, values, and 
goals

Positioning the 
category as distinct 

from the existing 
category

New category 
producers
highlight 

distinctive appeal 
& goals

Construction and 
reification of new 
category as highly 
similar to existing 

category

Stakeholders (all 
types) transfer of 

category 
expectations from 

existing to new 
category

Stakeholders (all 
types) increase 
attention to new 

category

Existing category 
producers employ 

tactics used in 
existing category in 

new category

Stakeholders 
(challengers)

highlight use of 
tactics associated with 
existing category and 
generalize across new 

category

New category 
producers attempt 

to emphasize 
between-category 

dissimilarities

Failure to 
establish new 
category as 
normatively 
distinct from 

existing category

Transfer 
of stigma 

from 
existing 
to new 

category

Existing category 
producers enter into 

new category

Phase 2

Phase 1

Construction of 
new category 

as normatively 
superior to 

existing 
category

General 
stigmatization of 

new category

New category 
producers design 

physical similarities

New category 
producers

construct label 
and discourse 

similarities 

Stakeholders evaluate 
and reify producers’ 
similarity-based 
category framing

Phase 3: Growing New Category Stigma

Stakeholders 
(challengers)  

interpret between-
category 

similarities and 
category growth as 

danger

Stakeholders (challengers)
interpret new and existing 
categories as sharing core 

customers, values, and goals

Positioning the 
category as distinct 

from the existing 
category

New category 
producers
secondarily 

highlight 
distinctive appeal 

& goals

Construction and 
reification of new 
category as highly 
similar to existing 

category

Stakeholders (all 
types) increase 
attention to and 

transfer category 
expectations from 

existing to new 
category

Existing stigmatized 
category producers 
employ tactics used 
in existing category 

in new category

Stakeholders 
(challengers)

highlight use of 
tactics associated with 
existing category and 
generalize across new 

category

New category 
producers
attempt to 
emphasize 
between-
category 

dissimilarities

Failure to 
establish new 
category as 
normatively 
distinct from 

existing category

Transfer 
of stigma 

from 
existing 
to new 

category

Existing stigmatized 
category producers enter 

into new category

Phase 2: Diversification from Existing Category 

Phase 1: Constructing the New Category

Positioning the 
category as similar to 
the existing category



Recognition of new category as 
normatively superior to existing 

category

General 
stigmatization 

of new category

Recognition of new 
category as normatively 

equivalent to existing 
category

Design physical 
similarities

Construct label and 
discourse similarities 

Establish a 
similar 
regulatory and 
retail framework

Interpret between-
category similarities 
and category growth 

as danger

Interpret new and 
existing categories as 

sharing core 
customers, values, and 

goals

Highlight 
distinctive appeal

Recognition and institutionalization of new 
category as closely related to existing 

category

Transfer of 
category 

expectations 
from existing to 

new category

Increase 
attention to 

new 
category

Employ tactics used in existing 
category in new category

Highlighting use of 
tactics associated 

with existing 
category and 

generalizing across 
new category

Failed 
attempts at 
making the 

category 
distinctive

Transfer 
of stigma 

from 
existing 
to new 

category

Enter into new 
category

New producers

Stakeholders

Existing producers

StakeholdersNew producers

Emphasize between-
category 

dissimilarities

Stakeholders

Establishment of initial market 
for new category

Stigmatization of new category as 
normatively equivalent to existing 

category

Design physical 
similarities

Construct label and 
discourse similarities 

Evaluate and 
reify producers’ 
similarity-based 
category framing

Interpret between-
category similarities 
and category growth 

as danger

Interpret new and 
existing categories as 

sharing core customers, 
values, and goals

Secondarily highlight 
distinctive appeal & goals

(all types) 
increase 

attention to and 
transfer category 

expectations 
from existing to 

new category

Employ tactics 
used in existing 

category in 
new category

(challengers only) 
spotlight use of 

tactics associated 
with existing 
category and 

generalize across 
features and across 

new category

Failure to strengthen 
symbolic boundaries 

between new and existing 
category

Diversify 
into new 
category

New category producers

Early stakeholders

Existing category 
producers

StakeholdersNew category producers

Emphasize between-
category 

dissimilarities

Expanded set of stakeholders

Lowering of symbolic and social boundaries 
between new and existing category

Phase 1: Constructing the New 
Category

Construction of weak symbolic boundaries 
between new and existing categories

Growth in market for new 
category

Phase 2: Diversification from Existing 
Category 

Phase 3: Growing New Category Stigma



Establishment 
of initial 

market for new 
category

Failure to 
strengthen 
symbolic 

boundaries 
between new 
and existing 

category

Lowering of 
symbolic and 

social 
boundaries 

between new 
and existing 

category

Phase 1: Constructing the New Category

Construction of 
weak symbolic 

boundaries 
between new and 

existing categories

Growth in 
market for 

new category

Phase 2: Diversification from Existing Category 

Phase 3: Growing New Category Stigma

New category producers
• Design physical 

similarities
• Construct label and 

discourse similarities 
• Secondarily highlight 

distinctive appeal & goals

Early 
stakeholders

Evaluate and reify 
producers’ 
similarity-based 
category framing

Category 
stigmatizationCategory 

establishment

All types of 
stakeholders

• Increase 
attention to and 
transfer 
category 
expectations 
from existing to 
new category

Challenger 
stakeholders only 
• Spotlight use of 

tactics associated 
with existing 
category and 
generalize across 
features and 
across new 
category

Existing category 
producers 

• Diversify into 
new category

• Employ tactics 
used in existing 
category in new 
category

New category 
producers

• Emphasize between-
category 
dissimilarities

Stakeholders
• Interpret between-category 

similarities and category 
growth as danger

• Interpret new and existing 
categories as sharing core 
customers, values, and 
goals

Establishment of initial 
market for new category

Stigmatization of new category as 
normatively equivalent to existing 

category

Failure to 
strengthen 
symbolic 

boundaries 
between new 
and existing 

category

Lowering of symbolic and social 
boundaries between new and 

existing category

Phase 1: Constructing and establishing the 
new category

Construction of weak symbolic 
boundaries between new and 

existing categories

Growth in market 
for new category

Phase 2: Diversification from an existing stigmatized 
category into the new category 

Phase 3: Growing category stigma

New category producers

Promoting similarities vis-à-vis the 
existing category 

Highlighting distinctive appeal and 
goals vis-à-vis the existing category 

Early stakeholders

Reifying producers’ 
proposed categorization 

Category 
establishment

All types of 
stakeholders

Categorical 
expectation transfer 

Challenger stakeholders

Categorical expectation transfer 

Spotlighting actions and 
diffusing stigma

Existing category 
producers 

Diversification from 
the existing category

New category 
producers

Emphasize between-
category dissimilarities

Challenger 
stakeholders

Intensifying social threat

Generalizing denigration



Another paper: Category taken-for-grantedness as a 
strategy opportunity: The case of light cigarettes, 
1964 to 1993

■ Focus: develop theory of how increasing category taken-for-grantedness can 
decrease scrutiny of and constraint on producers’ features, opening up strategic 
opportunities for firms

■ Empirical case: evolution of light cigarette category



Figures to motivate & provide contextual 
understanding

32  American Sociological Review 80(1)

related preexisting categories (Pontikes 2013; 
Rosa et al. 1999) to inform understandings of 
whether offerings are the “same or different” 
(Weick, Sutcliffe, and Obstfeld 2005:414; see 
also Weick 1995). Market actors’ goals can 
also influence the development of new cate-
gories (Barsalou 1983; Durand and Paolella 
2012; Etzion 2013), as the existence of spe-
cific goals (e.g., consuming a safer cigarette) 
focuses actors’ attention on dimensions rele-
vant to those aims.

These accounts aptly characterize the early 
process of light category development from 
the perspective of tobacco firms. Early on, 
there was considerable ambiguity about the 
light category. Although the earliest members 
of the light cigarette category entered the U.S. 
market in 1964, it took several years for firms 
to begin to recognize the emergence of a dis-
tinct type. Firms continued to demarcate the 
cigarette market into filtered versus non- 
filtered cigarettes, with what are now regarded 
as the earliest light category members slotted 
into the filtered category (Foote, Cone, and 
Belding Advertising 1966). The growing 

importance of smokers’ health-related goals, 
and evolving understandings of tar and nico-
tine as harmful components of cigarette 
smoke, increased the salience of these partic-
ular feature dimensions.

As a result, producers’ early perceptions of 
light cigarettes largely focused on individual 
brands’ rankings along tar and nicotine deliv-
eries. For example, a 1966 Kent sales analysis 
for Lorillard Co. described the cigarette mar-
ket as a spectrum, with non-filtered, high tar 
and nicotine brands on one end and high- 
filtration brands on the other (Grey Marketing 
and Research Department 1966). In 1967, 
Philip Morris, which conducted monthly 
analyses of the tar and nicotine delivery of 
competitors’ cigarettes, started grouping 
brands under the term “low delivery ciga-
rettes” based on tar and nicotine deliveries 
(Ikeda, Sanderson, and Wickham 1967).

When a category is emerging and ambigu-
ity is high, different market actors often vary 
in who they regard as category members and 
what should be the criteria for membership 
(Granqvist, Grodal, and Woolley 2013; Rosa 
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Figure 1. U.S. Annual Sales of Cigarettes Marketed as Light, 1964 to 1993



Figures to motivate & provide contextual 
understanding

Hsu and Grodal 35

sampling of smokers and nonsmokers within 
the United States discussed light cigarettes 
over time. When ambiguity over a category is 
high, category-related discussions must 
include explicit definition and explanation of 
the category and what it represents. A decrease 
in such explanatory discourse provides a vis-
ible marker of category taken-for-grantedness 
(see Colyvas and Powell 2006).

Given the infeasibility of collecting these 
data on a systematic basis from 1964 to 1993, 
we instead analyze discourse in four major 
media outlets: the New York Times, Los Ange-
les Times, Washington Post, and Wall Street 
Journal. The discourse in these accounts 
reflects the extent to which journalists judged 
the average reader to be familiar with the light 
cigarette category, thus making it unnecessary 
to explain its defining attributes in stories 
involving them. We argue this serves as a 
reasonable proxy for light cigarette taken-for-
grantedness, because it reflects general 

expectations about how well understood the 
category is. We coded media accounts for the 
extent to which references to light cigarettes 
included explicit definition of the category’s 
features and membership criteria.1 This con-
sists of, among other things, the specific 
techniques and raw materials used to produce 
light cigarettes, the health effects associated 
with a reduction in tar/nicotine deliveries, and 
results from FTC tests.

Figure 4 shows the trend in our measure of 
the extensiveness of light cigarette category 
explanations in media accounts. As this figure 
shows, there was a gradual decline in this 
measure from 1964 to 1970, sharper declines 
over the 1970s, followed by a period of 
gradual decline through the 1980s, and leveling 
off in the early 1990s. Together with sales 
data (which indicate a sharp increase in light 
cigarette sales starting in the mid-1970s),  
this suggests that light cigarette taken-for-
grantedness developed most noticeably over 
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Using figures to motivate the paper
42  American Sociological Review 80(1)
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Figure 6. Trends in Minimum, Mean, and Maximum Nicotine Deliveries for Full-Flavor and 
Light Cigarettes
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Figure 7. Trends in Minimum, Mean, and Maximum Tar Deliveries for Full-Flavor and 
Light Cigarettes
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Ways in which figures & tables helped 
us develop our stories
■ motivate the research question

■ clarify empirical approach

■ complement qualitative analysis with visual evidence showing timeline, key trends

■ enrichen your analysis/interpretation by providing the reader with key contextual 
details

■ summarize the theoretical contribution


